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Abstract—With the ever increasing adoption rate of Internet-
enabled devices [also known as Internet of Things (IoT) devices]
in applications such as smart home, smart city, smart grid, and
healthcare applications, we need to ensure the security and pri-
vacy of data and communications among these IoT devices and
the underlying infrastructure. For example, an adversary can
easily tamper with the information transmitted over a public
channel, in the sense of modification, deletion, and fabrication of
data-in-transit and data-in-storage. Time-critical IoT applications
such as healthcare may demand the capability to support external
parties (users) to securely access IoT data and services in real-
time. This necessitates the design of a secure user authentication
mechanism, which should also allow the user to achieve security
and functionality features such as anonymity and un-traceability.
In this paper, we propose a new lightweight anonymous user
authenticated session key agreement scheme in the IoT envi-
ronment. The proposed scheme uses three-factor authentication,
namely a user’s smart card, password, and personal biometric
information. The proposed scheme does not require the storing
of user specific information at the gateway node. We then demon-
strate the proposed scheme’s security using the broadly accepted
real-or-random (ROR) model, Burrows–Abadi–Needham (BAN)
logic, and automated validation of Internet security protocols
and applications (AVISPAs) software simulation tool, as well
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as presenting an informal security analysis to demonstrate its
other features. In addition, through our simulations, we demon-
strate that the proposed scheme outperforms existing related user
authentication schemes, in terms of its security and functionality
features, and computation costs.

Index Terms—Internet of Things (IoT), key agreement, secu-
rity, session key, user authentication.

I. INTRODUCTION

INTERNET of Things (IoT) has been a trend for the past
few years, and it is likely to be so in the foreseeable future,

as evidenced by studies such as [1]. Specifically, in an IoT
system, data and information are being collected/sensed by IoT
devices [e.g., radio frequency identification (RFID) devices,
low powered IEEE 802.15.4 devices, embedded systems, and
wearable devices] before being sent to another IoT device,
intermediary device/node (e.g., edge or fog computing node),
or the cloud, via the Internet. IoT applications include Industry
4.0 and those in high risk environments such as disaster relief
and battlefields.

Security and privacy are two key concerns in any popular
consumer technology deployment [2]. For example, let us con-
sider an IoT healthcare application as shown in Fig. 1. In this
scenario, by allowing a medical practitioner (i.e., external user)
to have direct access to data sensed by the body sensor devices
deployed in his/her patient’s body, can enhance the quality
of healthcare service. Such information could include current
vital readings (blood sugar level, blood pressure, etc.). Based
on such current information, necessary remedial actions can be
decided upon. Clearly, these information are also private and
confidential, and hence both user and accessed sensor node(s)
require mutual authentication and session key establishment.
Specifically, using the constructed session keys, both user
and accessed sensor node(s) can then communicate securely
among themselves, in order to facilitate the data/service access.

To achieve this goal, we develop a secure and lightweight
user authentication and session key agreement scheme, designed
to operate in an IoT environment (see Section IV). We then
carry out a formal security analysis of the proposed scheme in
the widely adapted real-or-random (ROR) model [4] to prove
its session key security. The Burrows–Abadi–Needham (BAN)
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Fig. 1. Generalized IoT architecture (source: [3]).

logic based security proof [5] is also presented to show that
the communicating parties achieve mutual authentication. In
addition, an informal security analysis is performed to show
that the proposed scheme is also secure against other com-
mon attacks. The simulation results using the popular formal
security verification automated software tool, AVISPA [6],
also assure us that replay and man-in-the-middle attacks are
protected in the scheme. Both formal and informal security
analysis are presented in Section V. A comparative study of the
communication and computation costs, as well as the security
and functionality features for the proposed scheme and other
relevant authentication schemes, is presented in Section VI.
Findings from the performance evaluation using NS3 simulator
is presented next in Section VII. Section VIII concludes this
paper.

II. BASIC PRELIMINARIES

The required mathematical background for understanding
the proposed scheme is discussed in this section.

A. One-Way Hash Function

One-way hash functions are mathematical functions that
have been extensively used in many applications, such as
producing message authentication codes (MACs), detecting data
integrity during transmission, and digital forensic investigations.
Cryptographic one-way hash functions are by design highly
sensitive to even small perturbations to the input. A “collision-
resistant one-way hash function” is defined as follows [7].

Definition 1: Assume h : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n denotes a
one-way hash function, which is by nature deterministic.
Specifically, upon receiving a variable length input, the func-
tion gives a fixed-size length output of n bits, say. The latter
is called a message digest or a hash output. If AdvHASH

A (rt) is
defined as an adversary A’s advantage in detecting a hash
collision in the execution (run) time rt, then AdvHASH

A (rt)
= Pr [(ip1, ip2) ∈R A : ip1 �= ip2 and h(ip1) = h(ip2)], where
Pr [X] means a random event X’s probability and (ip1, ip2) ∈R

implies that both the input strings ip1 and ip2 are two randomly
picked by A. If an (φ, rt)-adversary A attempts to find a hash
collision for h(·), it is understood that AdvHASH

(A) (rt) ≤ φ with
the maximum execution time rt.

B. Fuzzy Extractor for Biometric Verification

For biometric verification, we choose the fuzzy extractor
method [8]. Even if there is a slight variation inherent to the
biometric capture mechanism, the fuzzy extractor procedure
has the ability to identify a user based on his/her noisy biomet-
ric. The fuzzy extractor comprises a probabilistic generation
procedure Gen(·), and a deterministic reproduction procedure
Rep(·).

1) Gen: On a user Ui’s biometric template, say BIOi,
Gen(·) outputs a pair having a biometric (secret) key σi of l
bits, say and its corresponding public (reproduction) parameter
τi, that is, Gen(BIOi = (σi, τi).

2) Rep: Given a noisy biometric template BIO′i of the user
Ui, Rep(·) recovers the original biometric secret key σi with
the help of public τi with the criteria that the Hamming dis-
tance between the original biometric template BIOi and current
biometric template BIO′i does not exceed an error tolerance
threshold value t. Thus, Rep(BIO′i, τi) = σi.

One of the estimations on error tolerance threshold values
provided by Cheon et al. [9] is as follows: If the Hamming
distance between the original biometric template BIOi and cur-
rent biometric template BIO′i is T and the number of bits in
input biometric is n, we then have t = (T/n).

C. Indistinguishably of Encryption Under Chosen Plaintext
Attack

Formally, indistinguishably of encryption under cho-
sen plaintext attack (IND-CPA) can be defined as
follows [10], [11]. Assume SE/ME denotes the single
or multiple intruder (eavesdropper), respectively, EOek1 ,
EOek2, . . . , EOekN are N distinct independent encryption
oracles associated with the encryption keys ek1, ek2, . . . , ekN ,
respectively, and k is the security parameter.

Definition 2: Let AdvIND−CPA
�,SE (k) and AdvIND−CPA

�,ME (k) be
the advantage functions of SE and ME in the secu-
rity parameter k, respectively. Then, AdvIND−CPA

�,SE (k) =
|2 Pr [SE ← EOek1 ; (b0, b1 ←R SE); α ←R {0, 1}; β ←R

EOek1(bα) : SE(β) = α] − 1|, and AdvIND−CPA
�,ME (k) =

|2 Pr [ME ← EOek1, . . . , EOekN ; (b0, b1 ←R ME); α ←R

{0, 1}; and β1 ←R EOek1 (bα), . . . , βN ←R EOekN

(bα) : ME(β1, . . . , βN) = α] − 1|, where � is the encryp-
tion scheme. � is IND-CPA secure in single/multiple intruder
setting if AdvIND−CPA

�,SE (k) (AdvIND−CPA
�,ME (k)) is negligible (in k)

for any probabilistic polynomial time SE (ME).
The same message, when it is encrypted twice, is pro-

duced with the same ciphertext for any deterministic encryp-
tion algorithm, and as a result, it is not IND-CPA secure
scheme [7], [12]. In this paper, we apply the stateless cipher
block chaining (CBC) mode of advanced encryption standard
(AES-128) symmetric encryption scheme [13] to achieve our
IND-CPA secure user authentication scheme. To incorporate
this property, initialization vector (IV) in CBC requires to be
made random for each message during the transmission when
encryption happens [7].

D. Network and Threat Models

1) Network Model: We adopt the network model presented
in [3] for the proposed scheme (see Fig. 1). The distinct
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scenarios, such as transport, smart home, national and commu-
nity, consist of multiple IoT smart devices (SDs) operating as
sensors and actuators. The SDs are linked to the public Internet
via their respective gateway nodes (GWNs). Authorized users,
prior to accessing their relevant SD, need to be registered with
their corresponding GWN. The registered mobile users (MUs)
can mutually authenticate with an accessed SD through GWN,
in order to negotiate a session key for accessing the device
data.

2) Threat Model: We consider a more realistic threat
model that is recently described for IoT security in [14]. In
our authentication scheme, the broadly accepted Dolev–Yao
(DY) [15] threat model is applied in the proposed scheme
in which an adversary A will have complete control over the
communication channel. Consequently, A can eavesdrop, alter,
delete and insert forgery messages during communication. In
addition, the end-point entities (IoT sensor nodes and user)
cannot be trusted in general.

The “CK-adversary model” [16] is widely regarded as the
“current de facto standard model in modeling key-exchange
protocols.” Using the CK-adversary model, the adversary A
can “deliver messages (as in the DY model),” and in addition,
A can also “compromise other information, such as session
state, private keys, and session keys.” Therefore, it is important
that “the leakage of some forms of secret information, such as
session ephemeral (short-term) secrets or session key should
have the least possible effect on the security of other secret
credentials of the communicating entities in an authenticated
key-exchange protocol [17].”

It is presumed that A can physically capture some IoT smart
devices (SDj) and then extract all the sensitive information
stored in their memory. Furthermore, A can extract the sen-
sitive credentials from a lost or stolen smart card of a user
through power analysis attacks [18]. In addition, we also
presume the GWNs are physically secured by placing them
locking system. This will make the physical capture of the
GWN much difficult when it is compared with the case of
physical capture of the SDs [7]. The GWNs are considered as
trusted entities in the IoT environment.

We also use the following assumptions as stated in
Amin et al.’s [19] scheme. The registered legitimate users
always use the words as passwords and identities from the
dictionary available to the adversary A in password-based
user authentication protocols. The password and identity of
a legitimate user can be individually guessed by A. However,
guessing both password and identity of a registered user and
then verifying those in polynomial time is a computation-
ally expensive task for A, if the right procedures are adopted
(e.g., by not choosing an easy-to-guess password and identity
pair). Furthermore, it is also computationally expensive for
A to guess the secret keys and random numbers (nonces) in
polynomial time as these are high entropy entities.

In the next section, we will review the related literature.

III. RELATED WORK

The “general security requirements” needed to secure an
IoT network are similar to those in other networks, such

as “wireless sensor networks (WSNs),” namely authenti-
cation, integrity, confidentiality, availability, nonrepudiation,
authorization, freshness, and forward and backward secrecy.
Based on these security requirements, a user authentica-
tion protocol designed for an IoT environment need to be
shown to be resilience to attacks such as replay, man-in-
the-middle, stolen/lost smart card, online/offline guessing,
password change, privileged-insider, and resilience against
sensing device capture. The functionality features of a
user authentication protocol designed for an IoT network
should also include reduced communication and computa-
tion costs, password/biometric update phase, user revocation
phase, and dynamic sensing device addition phase. The “pass-
word/biometric update phase” should allow a user to update
his/her password/biometrics locally without further involve-
ment of GWN. The “dynamic sensing device addition phase”
is needed as some IoT devices may be physically compromised
by an attacker or some devices may be drained of their battery
power as they are resource limited, and we need to place addi-
tional sensor devices in the network after initial deployment
of the nodes.

Assume a scenario where an MU (e.g., a medical practi-
tioner) is roaming in the medical IoT environment. In such
a setting, we may wish to safeguard certain information
about the user. For example, by achieving anonymity preser-
vation, we prevent other parties from linking the user with
the messages to/from him/her or with the sessions in which
he/she joins. This is because any unauthorized individuals
(e.g., adversary) can attempt to track an MU’s current loca-
tion and location history if the user’s identity is disclosed.
Clearly, that is privacy implication as well as the potential
for physical harm (e.g., physical stalking by patients or their
family). In other words, the anonymity of a user is one of
several key features in user authentication protocol [20]. For
untraceability, an attacker must not follow the trace of a com-
municating party (e.g., a user) when the user (or device) moves
from one communicating party or location to another. This
property is also important in the IoT applications so that an
attacker cannot trace a user during a session [14]. There have
been other studies in the literature, relating to various require-
ments for remote user authentication in distributed systems,
such as user anonymity, privacy, untraceability, liability, and
trust [21]–[25]. More recently in 2018, Makhdoom et al. [26]
identified “user anonymity vis-a-vis id management” as one
of the key security and privacy challenges. Thus, it is imper-
ative that the user authentication schemes designed for IoT
systems should provide “user anonymity and untraceability”
properties.

There have also been a large number of such protocols
designed in the literature in the last decade. For example,
Zhang et al. [27] designed a new authentication protocol,
which preserves user privacy and uses only lightweight cryp-
tographic primitives. However, their scheme fails to ensure
user anonymity. Chang and Le [28] presented two authentica-
tion schemes. The first scheme only utilizes bitwise XOR and
hash operations, whereas the second scheme uses additional
elliptic curve cryptographic operations. Their first lightweight
scheme is subsequently shown to be insecure against session
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key breach attack. In addition, both schemes are vulnerable
to session specific information leakage and offline password
guessing attacks [29].

Li et al. [30], [31] designed an improved authentication
and data encryption mechanism for IoT-based medical care
system, as well as an authentication protocol for RFID-
based IoT systems. Khalil et al. [32] presented a test-bed,
where sensors were utilized for controlling devices in a
smart building. Porambage et al. [33] presented an authen-
tication protocol, where sensors and end-users could mutually
authenticate each other to establish a secure connection.
Their protocol works in two phases, and it is suitable for
deployment on heterogeneous resource limited nodes and
it is also scalable with the network size. However, their
scheme fails to preserve user anonymity, as demonstrated by
Wazid et al. [34]. Turkanović et al. [35] designed a com-
putationally efficient authentication scheme, but their scheme
does not achieve untraceability and fails to safeguard against
offline password guessing, privileged inside and impersonation
attacks.

Jie et al. [36] proposed a multilayer architecture for secur-
ing smart homes. Song et al. [37], however, observed that
the certificate authority in [36] places a large computational
overhead on the SDs. They mitigated the limitation by pre-
senting two authentication schemes: 1) the first utilizes hash
functions and 2) the other utilizes chaotic systems. In 2017,
Challa et al. [3] designed an elliptic curve cryptography (ECC)
signature-based authentication and key agreement protocol
for IoT deployment. However, the protocol has a high com-
putational overhead due to the use of ECC cryptographic
operations.

Amin et al. [38] designed a user authentication protocol in
a distributed cloud computing environment, comprising of IoT
devices. However, it was shown that their scheme has several
security pitfalls, such as insecurity against privileged-insider
attack and impersonation attack [39]. In addition, it was also
shown that in their scheme there is neither user anonymity
nor forward secrecy [40]. Dhillon and Kalra [41] designed a
multifactor remote user authentication scheme for IoT envi-
ronment, but their scheme fails to preserve untraceability or
user anonymity properties. Chuang et al. [42] classified con-
tinuous authentication protocols into two categories, namely
user-to-device models and device-to-device models. Then, they
presented a lightweight continuous authentication protocol,
but their scheme does not preserve sensing device anonymity
or untraceability. A detailed survey on various authentica-
tion protocols, including user authentication for IoT setting,
is available in [14] and [43].

In summary, most user authentication schemes either
fail to satisfy the security requirements for IoT environ-
ment or they lack desirable functionality features (e.g.,
dynamic IoT sensing device addition, biometric and pass-
word change procedures, and anonymity and untraceability
properties). To address this gap, we focus on designing
a new lightweight user authentication protocol suited for
IoT architecture, which will also achieve anonymity and
untraceability.

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF NOTATIONS

IV. PROPOSED SCHEME

We will now discuss our lightweight anonymous user
authentication scheme, using the network model presented in
Section II-D1. We also remark that the proposed scheme is
designed to be sufficiently generic for most IoT applications
requiring user authentication.

A summary of the notations used in this paper is presented
in Table I. To ensure resilience to replay attacks, current
timestamps are utilized. Thus, the clocks of all involved
entities are assumed to be synchronized. This is a typical
assumption in the literature, such as the schemes presented
in [7], [28], and [34].

The proposed scheme has four stages, namely 1) setup;
2) registration; 3) operation; and 4) maintenance (see
Sections IV-A–IV-D). In the setup phase, the public parameters
of the scheme are chosen by the trusted GWN. Once the setup
process is completed, the IoT sensing devices can be enrolled
and users can then be registered in the system. Both device
enrollment and user registration can be performed dynamically
at any time. A registered user can login anonymously in order
to authenticate himself/herself in order to securely establish
a session key with some designated IoT sensing devices for
accessing real-time data. The proposed scheme enables the
users to update his/her password and/or biometric information
locally with the help of the smart card without further involv-
ing GWN. In addition, the proposed scheme also provides a
mechanism for smart card revocation.

A. Setup Phase

During the setup phase, the public parameters are selected
by the GWN. Specifically, GWN selects a one-way crypto-
graphic hash function h(·), probabilistic generation function
Gen(·) and public reproduction function Rep(·) for biometric
fuzzy extractor, and symmetric cipher � containing encryption
and decryption algorithms E[ · ]key and D[ · ]key with the sym-
metric key, say key, and declares these as public. As in [7],
the stateless CBC mode of AES-128 symmetric encryption
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scheme is applied in order to make the proposed scheme IND-
CPA secure. Furthermore, GWN also selects a long-term secret
(LTS), which is only known to GWN.

B. IoT Smart Device Enrollment Phase

IoT SDs can be dynamically enrolled into the system at any
time after the setup phase. The steps required to enroll an SDj

under the proposed scheme are given below.
Step 1: GWN selects a unique identity IDj for each SDj,

generates a random number rj, and then calculates LTKj =
h(LTS⊕ h(IDj‖rj)).

Step 2: IDj and LTKj are loaded into the SDj’s memory
before it is deployed in the IoT environment.

Step 3: GWN lists IDj among its list of available devices.

C. User Registration Phase

In a cloud-based IoT (also referred to as Cloud-of-Things in
the literature) system, there are several cloud servers and gate-
ways. A user Ui may be required to register with some specific
gateway(s) in order to access the services from the participat-
ing IoT devices. In practical applications (e.g., healthcare),
the user only needs to register with a particular gateway to
access the associated application. For accessing other services
from the sensing devices located in other gateways [foreign
gateway(s)], the user needs to access the sensing device from
its home registered gateway and in that case, the home gate-
way needs to coordinate with other gateways for forwarding
the user request [44]. This is similar to the roaming concept
for MUs when they travel internationally. However, in this
paper, we assume that Ui can register with its home GWN in
order to acquire the services from an SDj. The steps for Ui’s
registration under the proposed scheme are described below.

Step 1: Ui picks up an identity IDi, generates a random
number ri, derives the pseudo-identity RIDi = h(IDi ‖ri), and
securely sends it to the GWN.

Step 2: GWN calculates the shared key LTKi = h(LTS⊕
RIDi), sets x as the current timestamp TScurrent, encrypts RIDi

and x using the key LTS as EIDi = E[RIDi, x]LTS to be the
dynamic identity, and securely issues a smart card SCi contain-
ing the credentials {EIDi, LTKi, DeviceList}, where DeviceList
contains the identities of the SDs that Ui is authorized to
access.

Step 3: Upon receiving SCi, Ui chooses a password PWi

and imprints his/her biometric BIOi into a particular terminal’s
sensor. Ui then calculates σi and τi using the fuzzy extractor
generator function Gen(·) as (σi, τi) = Gen(BIOi), and the
identity verification token IPBi = h(PWi‖h(IDi‖σi)). Ui also
calculates r∗i = ri⊕ h(IDi‖h(PWi‖σi)) and saves r∗i , IPBi and
τi into SCi.

Step 4: SCi finally replaces EIDi, LTKi and DeviceList
with EID∗i = EIDi ⊕ h(IDi‖ri‖PWi‖σi), LTK∗i =
LTKi ⊕ h(ri‖IDi‖σi‖PWi) and DeviceList∗ = DeviceList ⊕
h(PWi‖ri‖IDi‖σi), respectively, in its memory.

All the issued dynamic identities have a fixed lifetime, �TL.
The dynamic identities are single use, and these are updated
for every successful authentication. If Ui fails to update his/her
dynamic identity before it lapses, then his/her access to the

Fig. 2. User registration phase.

system is revoked and a reregistration procedure is required.
Under the proposed scheme, GWN is completely stateless with
respect to registered users. Due to this property, a large number
of users can be simultaneously registered with GWN. Fig. 2
summarizes the steps for user registration.

D. Login and User Authentication Phase

In order to access services from the SDs, a registered user Ui

must login and authenticate with the accessed SDs. After this
phase, both Ui and an accessed SDj will negotiate a session
key for secure communication between them. The following
steps are essential under the proposed scheme.

Step 1: Ui supplies his/her identity IDi and password
PWi, and also imprints BIOi. SCi of Ui then calculates
σi = Rep(BIOi, τi) with the restriction that the Hamming
distance between current biometrics and registered biomet-
rics in Section IV-C does not exceed t (error tolerance
threshold value), IPB′i = h(PWi‖h(IDi‖σi)). Only if the cal-
culated IPB′i matches the stored IPBi in SCi will the login
be considered successful. This indicates that Ui is valid and
Ui has supplied all correct IDi, PWi and BIOi. SCi then
calculates ri = r∗i ⊕ h(IDi‖h(PWi‖σi)) and recovers the
values of EIDi, LTKi and DeviceList as EIDi = EID∗i ⊕
h(IDi‖ri‖PWi‖σi), LTKi = LTK∗i ⊕ h(ri‖IDi‖σi‖PWi) and
DeviceList = DeviceList∗ ⊕ h(PWi‖ri‖IDi‖σi). After select-
ing the identity IDj of the accessed IoT SDj from DeviceList,
Ui calculates EIDj = E[IDj‖TSi]LTKi by setting the IV value
of CBC mode of AES-128 as IV = h(LTKi‖TSi). The login
request message M1 = {EIDi, EIDj, TSi} is then sent to GWN
through an open channel.

Step 2: Upon receiving M1, GWN first inspects the attached
timestamp TSi’s freshness by |TSgwn − TSi| ≤ �TD, where
the received time of the message M1 is TSgwn = TScurrent,
the current timestamp of GWN and �TD is the maximum
allowable transmission delay. If it is satisfied, then GWN
decrypts EIDi with the key LTS to retrieve RIDi and x. If x
is equal to h(LTK‖RIDi) or x− TSi > �TL, then Ui’s access
has been revoked and the process is aborted here. Otherwise,
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LTKi is calculated as h(LTS ⊕ RIDi) and EIDj is decrypted
with LTKi and IV = h(LTKi‖TSi) to recover IDj and TS′i as
(IDj, TS′i) = D[EIDj]LTKi . Only when TS′i matches TSi will
EID′i = E[RIDi, x′]LTS be calculated; otherwise, the process
is aborted. Under normal operation, x′ = TSgwn. However,
if Ui needs to be revoked, x′ = h(LTK‖RIDi) is calculated.
GWN then generates a fresh random nonce xi, calculates
Xi = h(TSgwn‖xi), auth = h(LTKi‖Xi‖RIDi), and checks if
the access to the list of SDs maintained by Ui has changed (in
case of dynamic device addition). If it is not so, Dev′ = ∅ is
set; otherwise, the change is saved to Dev′. GWN then looks
up LTKj from its database with IDj, calculates D1 = E[EID′i,
Xi, Dev′]LTKi and D2 = E[auth, D1, TSgwn]LTKj under the
stateless CBC mode of AES-128 by setting the IV values
as h(LTKi‖EIDi‖TSi) and h(LTKj‖TSgwn), respectively. After
these calculations, the authentication request message M2 =
{D2, TSgwn} is sent to the accessed IoT SDj through an open
channel.

Step 3: When the message M2 is received, SDj examines
the freshness of TSgwn by the condition |TSj − TSgwn| ≤
�TD, where TSj is SDj’s current timestamp. If it is satis-
fied, SDj decrypts D2 to get auth, D1 and TS′gwn with key
LTKj and setting the IV in the stateless CBC of AES-128
as h(LTKj‖TSgwn). Only when TS′gwn equates TSgwn will
SDj generate a random number y; otherwise, the process is
aborted. SDj then calculates D3 = E[y, TSj]auth by setting
h(auth‖TSj) as the IV, session key SK = h(auth‖y) and
cert = h(SK‖TSj‖D1). After that, the authentication replies
with message M3 = {D1, D3, cert, TSj}, which is sent to Ui

through an open channel.
Step 4: Upon receiving the final message M3, Ui examines

the freshness of TSj by the condition |TScurrent−TSj| ≤ �TD.
If it is satisfied, then Ui decrypts D1 to obtain EID′i, Xi and
Dev′ with the key LTKi and IV = h(LTKi‖EIDi‖TSi), calcu-
lates auth = h(LTKi‖Xi‖RIDi) and decrypts D3 to retrieve y
and TS′j with the key auth and h(auth‖TSj) as the IV. If TS′j
is not equal to TSj, the process is then aborted. Otherwise,
Ui updates EID∗i in SCi with EID′i ⊕h(IDi‖ri‖PWi‖σi).
Moreover, if Dev′ �= ∅, then SCi updates DeviceList with Dev′
and replaces DeviceList∗ with DeviceList ⊕h(PWi‖ri‖IDi‖σi).
Finally, SCi calculates SK′ = h(auth‖y) and checks if
h(SK′‖TSj‖D1) = cert. If the criteria is satisfied, then Ui keeps
the session key SK′(= SK) to establish a secure communica-
tion with SDj. Similarly, SDj stores the session key SK(= SK′)
to establish a secure communication with Ui.

Fig. 3 summarizes the login and user authentication proce-
dure. The above described steps also incorporate the mech-
anism for user revocation, as well as notification for the
availability of new dynamically added SDs in the IoT envi-
ronment.

E. Password and Biometric Update Phase

In this section, we describe the process for updating bio-
metric and password of a legitimate registered user Ui in the
proposed scheme. This process is executed locally without fur-
ther communication with GWN, as described in the following
steps.

Fig. 3. Login and authentication phase.

Step 1: Ui provides identity IDi, presents password PWi,
and imprints current biometrics BIOi at a particular terminal’s
sensor. SCi calculates σi = Rep(BIOi, τi) and IPB′i =
h(PWi‖h(IDi‖σi)). Only when the calculated IPB′i matches
IPBi stored in SCi will the login be considered as successful;
thus, IDi, PWi, and BIOi are legitimate. SCi further calcu-
lates ri = r∗i ⊕ h(IDi‖h(PWi‖σi)) and recovers the values
EIDi = EID∗i⊕ h(IDi‖ri‖ PWi‖σi), LTKi = LTK∗i⊕ h(ri‖IDi‖
σi‖PWi), and DeviceList = DeviceList∗⊕ h(PWi‖ri‖IDi‖
σi), and notifies Ui to provide a new password along with
biometrics, if needed.

Step 2: Ui selects a new password PWnew
i and imprints

new biometrics Bionew
i . The user can also opt not to

update his/her biometrics; thus, the new biometrics Bionew
i

remains same as the existing biometrics BIOi. SCi calculates
(σ new

i ,τ new
i ) = Gen(BIOnew

i ), new identity verification
token IPBnew

i = h(PWnew
i ‖h(IDi‖σ new

i )), r∗new
i = ri ⊕

h(IDi‖h(PWi‖σi)), EID∗new
i = EIDi⊕h(IDi‖ri‖PWnew

i ‖σ new
i ),

LTK∗new
i = LTKi⊕h(ri‖IDi‖σ new

i ‖PWnew
i ), and

DeviceList∗new = DeviceList ⊕ h(PWnew
i ‖ri‖IDi‖σ new

i ).
Step 3: SCi finally replaces DeviceList, EID∗i , LTK∗i , R∗i ,

IBPi and τi with DeviceList∗new, EID∗new
i , LTK∗new

i , r∗new
i ,

IPBnew
i , and τ new

i , respectively, in its memory.

F. Smart Card Revocation Phase

In the proposed scheme, the user revocation process is incor-
porated during the login and user authentication phase (see
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Section IV-D). To revoke access of Ui, GWN sets x′ = h(LTS‖
RIDi) instead of generating a new random number. During
Ui’s subsequent login attempts, the first part of the conditional
check will be (x = h(LTS‖RIDi)) or (x − TSi > �TL)), and
based on the check the user will either be granted or denied
access. Since both EID′i and Xi contain x′, encrypted with
the long-term key LTS, Ui cannot subvert this mechanism by
refusing to update the value of EIDi because Ui cannot distin-
guish the valid dynamic identity from one that is a revocation
token. Moreover, since all dynamic identities have a fixed life-
time, the continuous usage of the same dynamic identity is not
also possible.

Remark 1: Assume that a revoked user may reuse an old
EIDi (by not updating EIDi with EID′i) in order to circumvent
his/her revocation. However, in this case the second part (x−
TSi > �TL)) of the conditional check (x = h(LTS‖RIDi)) or
(x − TSi > �TL)) will be “true,” and thus the authentication
request will be declined. This is because EIDi has a finite
lifetime, �TL, and the revoked user, who may be unaware
of being revoked, will use an old EIDi that has expired. Any
necessary revocation notice should be postponed and sent after
�TL time only. Additionally, when a user is being revoked,
there must be some mechanism to identify that the user has
been revoked.

Remark 2: If it is operationally challenging to time-
synchronize all IoT sensing devices in a large IoT system, we
can use only random nonces attached to the messages during
the login and authentication phase discussed in Section IV-D.
However, to protect against replay attacks, we need to adopt
strategies such as those suggested in [45] and [46].

G. Dynamic IoT Device Addition Phase

New IoT SDs can be dynamically enrolled into the system
at any time after the setup phase through the steps described in
Section IV-B. The list of available SDs is saved in each user’s
smart card and any change to the list is also reflected via Dev′
during the authentication procedure (see Section IV-D).

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

We evaluate the security robustness using both formal and
informal security analysis in this section. First, we prove that
the proposed scheme provides session key security under the
popular ROR model [4] (Section V-A) and mutual authentica-
tion using BAN logic proof [5] (Section V-B). After that, we
demonstrate that the proposed scheme is resilient against other
known attacks using informal security analysis (Section V-C).
Apart from these, we perform a formal security verification
using the popular automated verification tool, AVISPA [6]
(Section V-D).

A. ROR Model-Based Formal Security Analysis

We first discuss describe the ROR model [4], prior to
presenting the formal security proof.

1) ROR Model: The main participants in the proposed
scheme involved during the registration, login and
authentication procedures are: 1) user Ui; 2) GWN;

and 3) IoT SDj. The following are associated with
the ROR model, which are relevant to the proposed
scheme.

a) Participants: We denote πu
Ui

, πv
GWN, and πw

SDj
as the

instances u, v, and w corresponding to Ui, GWN, and SDj,
respectively. These are also called oracles.

b) Accepted state: Let πw be an instance. πw is in an
accepted state, when upon getting the final expected proto-
col message, it enters into an accept state. If all the sent and
received messages by πw are arranged in succession, it con-
stitutes the session identification sid of πw for the running
session.

c) Partnering: Based on the fulfillment of the following
three indicators, two instances, say πw1 and πw2 , are called
partners to each other: 1) πw1 and πw2 will be in accept states;
2) πw1 and πw2 will authenticate each other mutually and also
have the same sid; and 3) πw1 and πw2 will also be mutual
partners of each other.

d) Freshness: We call either the instance πu
Ui

or πv
SDj

as
fresh when the established session key SK among Ui and SDj

can not be disclosed to an adversary A with the help of the
defined Reveal(πw) query as given below [7].

e) Adversary: According to the threat model
(Section II-D2), A will have complete control over all
the communication messages as the ROR model is also
based on the DY threat model [15]. This implies that A
may eavesdrop, delete, or adjust the exchanged messages, or
even the messages can be also fabricated or injected into the
network. Also, the following defined queries are accessible
to A [28].

f) Execute(πu, πv, πw): Execution of this query allows
A to intercept all the transmitted messages among Ui, GWN
and SDj. Due to intercepting nature, an eavesdropping attack
is modeled under this query.

g) Send(πw, m): Upon executing this query by A, a mes-
sage, say m, can be sent to its participating instance πw, and
a response message is also received in reply. This query is
treated as an active attack.

h) Reveal(πw): Upon executing this query, current ses-
sion key SK computed by πw (and its partner) is revealed
to A.

i) CorruptSC(πu
Ui

): Using this query, the credentials {r∗i ,

IPBi, τi, EID∗i , LTK∗i , DeviceList∗} stored in a legal user Ui’s
stolen or lost smart card SCi are known to A.

j) CorruptIoTSD(πw
SDj

): By executing this query, A will
have the extracted credentials {IDj, LTKj} from a captured
IoT sensing device SDj. Based on the observation made
in [28], it is also assumed that both the queries CorruptSC and
CorruptIoTSD provide the weak corruption model in which a
participant instance’s short-term keys and the internal data are
not corrupted.

k) Test(πw): The semantic security of the established
session key SK among Ui and SDj following the indistin-
guishability in the ROR model [4] is determined using this
query. At first, an unbiased coin c needs to be tossed, and
then its outcome is only available to A. This outcome decides
the result of the Test query. Let A execute this query. If SK is
fresh, πw produces SK upon the satisfaction of the condition
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c = 1 or a random number for the fulfillment of the condition
c = 0. In other cases, it returns a null value.

As in [7], a restriction is also imposed on A for
accessing only a limited number of CorruptSC(πu

Ui
) and

CorruptIoTSD(πw
SDj

) queries. However, A is permitted to
make as many Test(π t) queries. Since the GWN is trusted
(Section II-D1), A can not make a corrupt query corresponding
to the GWN.

All communicating entities including A can access a col-
lision resistant hash function h(·) (see Definition 1). h(·) is
modeled as a random oracle, say HO.

2) Security Proof: The semantic security of the proposed
scheme, say P under the considered ROR model [4] is demon-
strated in Theorem 1. Wang et al. [47] investigated that Zipf’s
law is significantly different from the uniform distribution for
user-chosen passwords. In practice, the size of password dic-
tionary is much more constrained in the sense that the users
may not use the entire space of passwords, but rather a small
space of the allowed characters space [47]. Zipf’s law has been
applied in proving the session key security of the proposed
scheme P in Theorem 1. Zipf’s law is also utilized in recently
proposed authentication schemes, such as the scheme in [48].

Theorem 1: If A is a polynomial time adversary running
against the proposed scheme P under the ROR model, which
uses the Zipf’s law for the user-chosen passwords, l denotes
the number of bits in the biometrics secret key σi, and AdvAKE

P,A
is A’s advantage in breaking P’s semantic security, then

AdvAKE
P,A ≤

q2
h

|Hash| + 2
(

max
{

C′.qs′
s ,

qs

2l

}
+ AdvIND−CPA

� (k)
)

where qh, qs, and |Hash| are the number of HO queries,
Send queries and range space of h(·), respectively, A’s advan-
tage in cracking the IND-CPA secure symmetric cipher �

(see Definition 2) is AdvIND−CPA
� (k) = AdvIND−CPA

�,SE (k) or
AdvIND−CPA

�,ME (k), and C′ and s′ are the Zipf’s parameters [47].
Proof: We follow the similar proof of this theorem as

presented in [48]. We need to define a sequence of five games,
namely Gj (j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4). Let Succ

Gj

A denote an event
wherein an A can guess the random bit c in the game Gj

correctly, and the corresponding A’s advantage is given by
Adv

Gj

P,A = Pr [Succ
Gj

A ].
Game G0: This is the initial game, which corresponds to a

real attack executed by A against the proposed scheme P in
the ROR model. Since the bit c is picked up at the beginning
of the game G0, it follows from the definition of the semantic
security that

AdvAKE
P,A =

∣∣∣2.AdvG0
P,A − 1

∣∣∣. (1)

Game G1: It corresponds to an eavesdropping attack exe-
cuted by A. A can make the Execute query, and intercepts
all the communicated messages M1 = {EIDi, EIDj, TSi},
M2 = {D2, TSgwn}, and M3 = {D1, D3, cert, TSj} during
the login and authentication phase of the proposed scheme.
After the game is finished, the Test query is made by A.
The outcome of the Test query decides if the session key
SK = h(auth‖y) is a real session key or a random number,
where auth = h(LTKi‖Xi‖RIDi) and Xi = h(TSgwn‖xi), xi and

y are temporal secret keys selected by the GWN and SDj,
respectively, and LTKi and RIDi are the LTS key and pseudo-
identity of Ui, respectively. Therefore, A needs the secret
credentials xi, y, Xi, LTKi, and RIDi to compute the session
key SK. These secret credentials can not be obtained/derived
by eavesdropping the messages M1–M3 only. Hence, the win-
ning probability of the game G1 by A is not increased. Since
the games G0 and G1 are indistinguishable, we have

AdvG1
P,A = AdvG0

P,A. (2)

Game G2: The games G1 and G2 are indistinguishable
except the simulations of the Send and HO queries are
included in G2. The game G2 is an active attack in which the
task of A is to convince a participant that a modified (fake)
message is a legitimate message. Assume that A executes qh

number of various HO queries with the help of qs number
of the Send queries. It is worth noting that in the proposed
scheme, all the transmitted messages M1–M3 are constructed
in such a manner that all are dynamic in nature and no hash
collision occurs. Thus, with the help of the birthday paradox,
it follows that:∣∣∣AdvG1

P,A − AdvG2
P,A

∣∣∣ ≤ q2
h/(2|Hash|). (3)

Game G3: In this game, the simulation CorruptSC and
CorruptIoTSD are included. In this context, A can obtain the
information {r∗i , IPBi, τi, EID∗i , LTK∗i , DeviceList∗} stored
in SCi and also the credentials {IDj, LTKj} from a captured
IoT sensing device, say SD′j. However, for the noncompro-
mised IoT sensing device SDj, both IDj and LTKj are distinct.
Ui uses both password PWi and biometrics BIOi. However,
the probability of guessing the biometric secret key σi of l
bits (respectively, BIOi) is approximately (1/2l) [49]. A can
also try to guess low-entropy passwords using the Zipf’s law
on passwords [47]. If we only consider the trawling guessing
attacks, the actually the advantage of A will be over 0.5 when
qs = 107 or 108 [47]. If we also consider the targeted guess-
ing attacks (in which A can make use of the target user’s
personal information), the advantage of A will be over 0.5
when qs ≤ 106 [47]. In practice, only a limited number of
wrong password inputs are permitted in the system. Since the
games G3 and G4 are identical in the absence of guessing
attacks, we have the following result [48]:

|AdvG2
P,A − AdvG3

P,A]| ≤ max
{

C′ · qs′
s ,

qs

2l

}
. (4)

Game G4: G4 is the final game in which A by inter-
cepting the messages M1–M3 tries to derive the session key
SK = h(auth‖y) with the help of decryption of the information
EIDi, EIDj, and D1–D3. To derive auth = h(LTKi‖Xi‖RIDi), it
is needed to decrypt EIDi to have RIDi, the LTS LTKi and also
Xi = h(TSgwn‖xi). Also, decryption of D2 and D3 requires the
secret keys. This task makes computationally expensive due
to the usage of the stateless CBC mode of AES-128 encryp-
tion/decryption. It is worth noting that for each encryption and
decryption, the IV value is set random. Due to the IND-CPA
property (see Definition 2), it then follows that:

|AdvG3
P,A − AdvG4

P,A]| ≤ AdvIND−CPA
� (k). (5)
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Since all the oracles are executed by A, it only remains to
guess the bit c for winning the game after querying the Test
query. Thus, AdvG4

P,A = 1/2.

From (1) and (2), we obtain, (1/2).AdvAKE
P,A = |AdvG0

P,A
−(1/2)| = |AdvG1

P,A −AdvG4
P,A|. The triangular inequal-

ity gives |AdvG1
P,A −AdvG4

P,A| ≤ |AdvG1
P,A − AdvG2

P,A| +
|AdvG2

P,A − AdvG4
P,A| ≤ |AdvG1

P,A − AdvG2
P,A| + |AdvG2

P,A −
AdvG3

P,A| +|AdvG3
P,A − AdvG4

P,A| ≤ (q2
h/2.|Hash|) +max{C′ ·

qs′
s , (qs/2l)}+AdvIND−CPA

� (k). Solving (3)–(5) and rearranging
the terms, we have the required result: AdvAKE

P,A ≤ q2
h/|Hash|

+2(max{C′.qs′
s , (qs/2l)} + AdvIND−CPA

� (k)).

B. Mutual Authentication Through BAN Logic

We utilize the widely recognized BAN logic [5] to prove
that in the proposed scheme the mutual authentication between
a registered legitimate user Ui and an accessed IoT SDj is
achieved in presence of the GWN. The BAN logic uses the
following notations.

1) A |≡ S: Principal A believes a statement S or A is entitled
to believe the statement S.

2) #(S): Formula S is fresh.
3) A �⇒ S: A has jurisdiction over a statement S.
4) A � S: A sees S.
5) A |∼S: A once said S.
6) (S1, S2): Formula S1 or S2 is included as a part of the

formula (S1, S2).
7) {M}K: Encryption of M using the key K.
8) 〈S1〉S2 : S1 and S2 are combined.

9) A
K←→ B: A and B apply the shared key K to communi-

cate each other. K is treated as a good key in that sense
that it will not be disclosed by any part apart from A
and B.

10) A
K
� B: K is secret and known only to A and B.

There are four rules which govern the BAN logic, and these
are listed as follows.

1) Rule 1: [(A |≡ A
K←→ B, A � {S}K)/(A |≡ B |∼ S)] and

[(A |≡ A
S1� B, A � 〈S〉S1)/(A |≡ B |∼ S)]. This is known

as the message-meaning rule.
2) Rule 2: [(A |≡ #(S), A |≡ B |∼ S)/(A |≡ B |≡ S)]. This

rule is called the nonce-verification rule.
3) Rule 3: [(A |≡ B �⇒ S, A |≡ B |≡ S)/(A |≡ S)]. It is the

jurisdiction rule.
4) Rule 4: [(A |≡ #(S))/(A |≡ #(S, S1))]. This rule is termed

as the freshness-conjunction rule.
Using the above rules, we now prove Theorem 2.
Theorem 2: The proposed scheme achieves secure mutual

authentication between Ui and SDj in the presence of the
GWN.

Proof: We define the following two goals.

G1: SD |≡ Ui
SK←→ SDj.

G2: Ui |≡ Ui
SK←→ SDj.

The generic forms of the transmitted messages during the login
and authentication procedure under the proposed scheme are
listed below.

1) Message M1 gives Ui → GWN: EIDi = E[RIDi, x]LTS,
EIDj = IDj⊕ h(TSi‖ LTKi), TSi.

2) From message M2, we have, GWN → SDj: D2 =
E[auth, D1, TSgwn]LTKj , TSgwn.

3) Message M3 results SDj → Ui: D1 = E[EID′i, Xi,

Dev′]LTKi , D3 = E[y, TSj]auth, cert, TSj.
The idealized forms of the above messages are also given
below.
M1: Ui → GWN : 〈[RIDi, x]LTS〉.
M2: GWN → SDj : 〈〈 auth, 〈EID′i, Xi, Dev′〉

GWN
LTKi←→Ui

,

TSgwn 〉
GWN

LTKj←→SDj

〉.
M3: SDj → Ui : 〈〈 EID′i, Xi, Dev′ 〉

GWN
LTKi←→Ui

, 〈y,
TSj〉

SDj
auth←→Ui
〉.

The following suppositions regarding the initial states are
given below.
H1: Ui |≡ #(Xi).

H2: Ui |≡ SDj �⇒ Ui
auth−−⇀↽−− SDj.

H3: Ui |≡ SDj �⇒ Ui
y−⇀↽− SDj.

H4: SDj |≡ #(auth).

H5: SDj |≡ Ui
y−⇀↽− SDj.

H6: SDj |≡ GWN �⇒ Ui
auth−−⇀↽−− SDj.

By analyzing the messages M1–M3 and assumptions H1–H7
based on the BAN logic rules, the goals (goals G2 and G3)
are proved as follows. From M3, we have the following.

S1: Ui |≡ SDj |∼ (auth, y).
From Rule 4, H1, and the fact that auth = h(LTKi, Xi,

RIDi), we have the following:

S2: Ui |≡ #(Ui
auth−−⇀↽−− SDj).

From Rule 2, S0, and S1, we obtain the following
result:

S3: Ui |≡ SDj |≡ Ui
auth−−⇀↽−− SDj.

From Rule 3, H2, and S2, it follows:

S4: Ui |≡ Ui
auth−−⇀↽−− SDj.

Rule 4, and H4 lead to the following result:

S5: Ui |≡ #(Ui
y−⇀↽− SDj).

From Rule 2, S4, and S0, we have the following:

S6: Ui |≡ SDj |≡ Ui
y−⇀↽− SDj.

From Rule 3, H4 and S5 lead to the following:

S7: Ui |≡ Ui
y−⇀↽− SDj.

From S3, S6, and since SK = h(auth‖y), it follows:

S8: Ui |≡ Ui
SK←→ SDj. (goal G1) Using Rule 4 and H5,

we obtain the following:

S9: SDj |≡ #(Ui
auth−−⇀↽−− SDj).

With the help of Rule 2, M2, and S8, the following result
is obtained.

S10: SDj |≡ GWN |≡ Ui
auth−−⇀↽−− SDj.

Rule 3, S9, and H7 lead to the following:

S11: SDj |≡ Ui
auth−−⇀↽−− SDj.

Finally, using S10, H6, and the fact that SK = h(auth‖y),
the following goal is obtained:

S12: SDj |≡ Ui
SK←→ SDj. (goal M3)
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Hence, the goals G1 and G2 assure mutual authentication
among Ui and SDj in presence of GWN.

C. Informal Security Analysis

Through informal security analysis, we demonstrate that
the proposed scheme is resilient against following well-known
attacks.

1) Impersonation Attacks: We consider the following
scenarios.

a) User impersonation attack: Assume that an adversary
A attempts to impersonate a legitimate user Ui by means of
sending a legal login request message M1 on behalf of Ui to
the GWN. To construct a legal message, say M1 = {EIDi,

EIDj, TS′i}, A can generate the current timestamp TS′i and
then proceeds to calculate EIDj = E[IDj‖TS′i]LTKi . However,
such an attempt will fail to construct M′1 because A does not
have the secret credentials IDj and LTKi = h(LTS ⊕ RIDi).
Thus, it is computationally expensive for A to forge M1 on
behalf of the original user Ui and this attack is protected in
the proposed scheme.

b) GWN impersonation attack: Suppose A tries to con-
struct a legal authentication request message M2 and send it
to an accessed sensing device SDj on behalf of the GWN.
To construct the message M2 = {D2, TS′gwn}, A can gener-
ate the current timestamp TS′gwn and calculate D1 = E[EID′i,
Xi, Dev′]LTKi and D2 = E[auth, D1, TS′gwn]LTKj . However,
this task is computationally expensive as the secret creden-
tials EIDi, Xi, auth, LTKi and LTKj are not available to A
(see Definition 2). This shows that the proposed scheme is
resilient against the GWN impersonation attack.

c) IoT smart device impersonation attack: Assume that
A also attempts to construct a legal authentication request mes-
sage M3 and sent it to Ui on behalf of SDj. For this motivation,
A can generate the current timestamp TS′j. A can not decrypt
D2 to get auth, D1 and TSgwn because it needs the secret
key LTKj. Without auth, it is computationally expensive to
compute D3 = E[y, TS′j]auth, session key SK = h(auth‖y) and
cert = h(SK‖TS′j‖D1) in order to send the authentication reply
message M3 = {D1, D3, cert, TS′j} to Ui on behalf of SDj (see
Definition 2). This clearly shows that the proposed scheme is
resilient against this attack.

2) Stolen Smart Card Attacks: Assume that an adversary
A extracts the secret credentials from a lost or stolen SCi of a
registered user Ui through power analysis attacks [18]. Then,
A will have the credentials EID∗i , LTK∗i , DeviceList∗, r∗i , IPBi,
and τi. Suppose A guesses a password PW′i and attempts to
verify whether it is a correct password using the knowledge of
the information r∗i = ri⊕ h(IDi‖h(PWi‖ σi)), IPBi = h(PWi‖
h(IDi‖σi)), EID∗i = EIDi ⊕ h(ri‖PWi‖σi), LTK∗i = LTKi ⊕
h(ri‖σi‖PWi), and DeviceList∗ = DeviceList ⊕ h(PWi‖ri‖σi).
However, without having the secrets ri, σi, and IDi, it is com-
putationally expensive to validate PWi due to h(·)’s collision
resistant property (see Definition 1). Also, to derive σi, A again
requires the secret credentials ri, PWi, and IDi. Therefore,
offline (password/biometrics) guessing attacks are protected
in the proposed scheme in conjunction with the stolen smart
card attack.

3) Privileged-Insider Attack: Though the GWN is trusted,
a privileged-insider of the GWN can act as an insider adver-
sary A. Suppose A knows the registration credential RIDi =
h(IDi‖ri) that was sent during the user registration process to
the GWN. Then, to know IDi from RIDi, A requires the ran-
dom secret ri which is stored in SCi in the form r∗i = ri⊕
h(PWi‖σi). Furthermore, after the user registration is over,
suppose A can have the stolen/lost SCi of a registered user Ui.
However, based on the analysis carried out in Section V-C2, it
is computationally expensive to derive other secret credentials
ri, PWi, and σi. This indicates that the proposed scheme is
secure against privileged-insider attack.

4) Offline Guessing Attacks: Assume that an adversary
A controls the biometric reader, and he/she has access to
Ui’s lost/stolen smart card SCi. Then, A can compute (σi,

τi) = Gen(BIOi), and have access to EID∗i and r∗i from SCi’s
memory using power analysis attacks [18]. Assume that A
intercepts the message M1 = {EIDi, EIDj, TSi} to learn EIDi,
and thus A can construct the following expression:

EID∗i ⊕ EIDi = h
(
IDi‖

(
r∗i ⊕ h(IDi‖h(PWi‖σi))

‖PWi‖σi)).

This expression contains two unknowns, namely the iden-
tity IDi and password PWi of the user Ui. According to
threat model defined in Section II-D2, guessing both pass-
word and identity of a registered user and then verifying
those in polynomial time is a computationally expensive task
for A, because the registered legitimate users always use the
words as passwords and identities from the dictionary [19].
Thus, having the computed σi to guess and verify both the
password PWi and identity IDi of Ui at the same time is a
“computationally expensive task.” In addition, deriving PWi

and IDi of Ui from the hash value EID∗i ⊕ EIDi is also a
computationally expensive task due to the collision resistant
property of one-way hash function h(·) (see Definition 1).
Therefore, the proposed scheme is secure against the offline
(password/identity) guessing attacks when the biometric of a
user is compromised.

5) Ephemeral Secret Leakage Attack: In the proposed
scheme, both Ui and SDj establish a common session key
SK = h(auth‖y) during the execution of login and authen-
tication phase, where auth = h(LTKi‖Xi‖RIDi) and Xi =
h(TSgwn‖xi), xi and y are temporal secret keys selected by
the GWN and SDj, respectively, and LTKi and RIDi are the
LTS key and pseudo-identity of Ui, respectively. Based on
“the CK-adversary model discussed in the threat model in
Section II-D2,” the security of SK is then dependent on the
following cases.

Case 1: Let A have the short-term secret credentials xi and
y. Then, it is computationally difficult for A to calculate cor-
rect session key SK without having the permanent (long term)
secret credentials LTKi and RIDi.

Case 2: Let some or all of the LTSs LTKi and RIDi are
revealed to A. Again, it is computationally difficult for A to
calculate SK without short-term secrets xi and y.

This shows that derivation of a valid session key SK is
possible by A only if the short-term secret and LTS are avail-
able at the same time. In addition, compromise of a particular
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session does not lead to compromise the session keys estab-
lished in previous/future sessions, because these session keys
are entirely different from the compromised session key due
to usage of random secrets, current timestamps along with
long-terms secrets in calculation of session keys. Hence, the
proposed scheme is resilient against ephemeral secret leakage
(ESL) attack.

6) Resilience Against Sensing Device Physical Capture
Attack: Suppose A physically captures some IoT SDs. Then,
A can extract all the secret credentials {IDj, LTKj} from a cap-
tured IoT sensing device, say SDj’s memory. However, it is
worth noting that the information IDj and LTKj are generated
randomly and hence, these are distinct for all deployed sensing
devices. Hence, the compromised information {IDj, LTKj} do
not help in computing the session keys among a user Ui and
other noncompromised sensing devices SD′j. This means that
compromise of SDj does not help to compromise the secure
communication between a user Ui and other noncompromised
sensing devices SD′j. Thus, the proposed scheme is resilient
against this attack.

7) GWN Bypassing Attack: The GWN bypassing attack is
an attack where an attacker A can create some legitimate
messages, in order to gain the trust of other IoT SDs or
the authorized users by bypassing GWN in the IoT environ-
ment [50]. In the proposed scheme, an SDj will not be able to
create a valid message M3 = {D1, D3, cert, TSj}, unless it can
verify that the received TSgwn is the same as the TS′gwn value
retrieved by decrypting D2 using the key LTKj. Thus, A will
need to construct M2 = {D2, TSgwn}, which is equivalent to
the GWN impersonation attack described in Section V-C1. As
a result, the proposed scheme is also GWN bypassing attack
resilience.

8) Anonymity and Untraceability: Suppose A eavesdrops
and monitors the messages M1–M3. However, none of these
eavesdropped messages contain any identifying information
for user, SD, and the GWN in plaintext formats. Thus, the
proposed scheme preserves the anonymity property. Moreover,
all these messages are constructed using the temporal random
secrets, current timestamps, and LTSs, and these are dynamic
in nature from one session to another. This results in trac-
ing a user or a sensing device difficult for A. Therefore, the
proposed scheme also preserves untraceability property.

D. Formal Security Verification Using AVISPA Tool

Automated validation of Internet security protocols and
applications (AVISPA) [6] is a powerful automated valida-
tion tool for security sensitive protocols and applications.
Any security protocol to be analyzed in AVISPA requires to
be stated under the role-oriented language, high level pro-
tocol specification language (HLPSL). There is a translator,
called HLPSL2IF, which converts HLPSL to intermediate for-
mat (IF). One of the four backends in AVISPA is then given
the IF to produce the outcome. The outcome indicates if the
tested protocol is safe or unsafe against replay and man-in-
the-middle attacks. All the details of AVISPA and HLPSL can
be found in [6]. Note that AVISPA implements the DY threat
model [15].

Fig. 4. Simulation results under OFMC and CL-AtSe back-ends.

TABLE II
APPROXIMATE TIME FOR CRYPTOGRAPHIC OPERATIONS [52], [53]

The user registration, login, and authentication phases for
the proposed scheme are implemented in HLPSL using three
basic roles for a user, the GWN, and an SD. The compulsory
roles for the session, goal and environment are also defined.

We have then evaluated the proposed scheme against replay
and man-in-the-middle attacks under the on-the-fly model
checker (OFMC) and constraint logic-based attack searcher
(CL-AtSe) back-ends using the security protocol animator
(SPAN) for AVISPA [51]. The simulation results provided
in Fig. 4 clearly indicate that replay and man-in-the-middle
attacks are protected in our scheme.

VI. COMPARATIVE STUDY

The proposed scheme is compared with the recent authen-
tication schemes proposed in IoT environment, such as
the schemes of Wazid et al. [34], Challa et al. [3],
Chang and Le [28], and Porambage et al. [33].

A. Computation Costs Comparison

For computation cost analysis, we denote TEs , Tm, Ta, Tf ,
and Th as the time needed for computing symmetric encryp-
tion/decryption, elliptic curve point multiplication, elliptic
curve point addition, fuzzy extractor operation, and hashing
operation, respectively. In Table II, we tabulate the approxi-
mate time required to perform each operation, which are taken
from experimental results performed in [52] and [53].

During the login and authentication phase of the proposed
scheme, a user, the GWN and an IoT SD require the compu-
tation costs as 12Th+ 3TEs + Tf , 5Th+ 5TEs , and 2Th+ 2TEs ,
respectively. Hence, the total computation cost in the proposed
scheme is 19Th + 10TEs + Tf , which requires approximately
159.58 ms. Table III summarizes the computational overheads
of the proposed scheme and the existing schemes in [3],
[28], [33], and [34], in terms of atomic operations and an
approximate time (in milliseconds) using the values provided
in Table II. It can be observed that the proposed scheme
requires less overall computation costs, with the exception of
the scheme in [34]. However, the computational costs for the
resource-limited IoT sensing device in our scheme is less in
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TABLE III
COMPUTATION COSTS COMPARISON

TABLE IV
COMMUNICATION COSTS COMPARISON

comparison to that of [34]. This is an important consideration
due to the resource limitation of IoT sensing devices. In addi-
tion, the computation costs needed for the resource-constrained
sensing device is less than the four examined schemes.

B. Communication Costs Comparison

For communication cost computation, it is assumed that the
timestamp is 32-bit long, hash digest (assuming SHA-1 hash-
ing algorithm is applied) and identity are 160 bits each, ran-
dom nonce is 128-bit long, and a ciphertext block (if AES-128
symmetric encryption is applied) is 128 bits. In the proposed
scheme, three exchanged messages M1 = {EIDi, EIDj, TSi},
M2 = {D2, TSgwn}, and M3 = {D1, D3, cert, TSj} require
(�(160+32)/128�∗128+�(160+32)/128�∗128+32) = 544
bits, (�(160 + 512 + 32)/128� ∗ 128 + 32) = 800 bits and
(512 + 256 + 160 + 32) = 960 bits in the time of the login
and authentication phase. The total communication overhead
of the proposed scheme is then (544+800+960) = 2304 bits
(288 bytes). In the proposed scheme, when the user is revoked,
the size of D1 changes to 640 bits, and consequently the total
communication overhead becomes (544+928+1088) = 2560
bits (320 bytes). Table IV summarizes the communication
costs and the number of messages exchanged for all schemes.
We observe that the proposed scheme incurs less communica-
tion overhead as compared to the schemes in [3] and [34],
and incurs similar overhead with the scheme in [28]. The
communication overhead is minimal even for user revoca-
tion functionality support in our scheme, in comparison to the
scheme in [34]. The scheme [33] incurs lower communication
costs, but this is at the expense of reduced functionality and
security features (see Table V).

C. Security and Functionality Features Comparison

Table V presents a comparative summary of the security
and functionality features of the proposed scheme and the

TABLE V
SECURITY AND FUNCTIONALITY FEATURES COMPARISON

four other schemes examined here. It can be observed that
the proposed scheme offers improved security and more func-
tionality features, in comparison to the other four schemes. For
example, while the scheme in [34] has comparable functional-
ity and security features, our scheme has several advantages.
Specifically, the scheme in [34] does not support user revo-
cation, which is a fundamental feature since it is very likely
that a smart card will be misplaced or stolen. Such a feature
reduces the risk of an adversary compromising the system
using a misplaced or stolen card. In addition, a user may need
to be revoked due to resignation, change of role/duty, or dis-
ciplinary action. Thus, an explicit revocation of the smart card
is necessary—a feature offered by our scheme. In the scheme
in [34], the identities of the SDs are public, unlike our scheme.
This reduces the potential attack vectors.

VII. PRACTICAL PERSPECTIVE: NS3 SIMULATION

We now attempt to quantify the performance of the proposed
scheme, in terms of end-to-end delay (EED, in seconds) and
network throughput (in bytes per second) using the widely
accepted NS3 (3.28) simulator [54].
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TABLE VI
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. (a) Throughput (bytes per second). (b) EED (seconds).

The simulation parameters are listed in Table VI. We
used the Ubuntu 16.04 LTS platform for simulation. The
sensing devices are randomly located in the range between
20 and 100 m away from GWN. The communication range of
each sensing device is 50 m and the range of GWN is 200 m.
The users are permitted to move randomly within a 150-m2

area centered around GWN. The users and the devices com-
municate over the 2.4-GHz Wi-Fi media. We then simulated
the IoT environment with different number of users and sens-
ing devices, as listed in Table VI. Other parameters are taken
as default parameters under the NS3 environment.

1) Network Throughput: Fig. 5(a) plots the graph of the
network throughput for all seven scenarios. The different sce-
narios are plotted along the horizontal axis. Throughput is
calculated as (νr × |ρ|)/Tδ , where the total time in seconds is
Tδ , a packet size is |ρ|, and the total received packets are νr.
The simulation time is 1200 s, which is the same as the actual
total time. It is observed that when there is an increase in the
number of exchanged messages, there is also an increment in
the network throughput in the network.

2) Impact on End-to-End Delay: Fig. 5(b) plots the graph
of EED for all seven scenarios. EED can be formulated as∑νp

i=1(Trcvi − Tsndi)/νp, where Trcvi and Tsndi are the time
needed for receiving and sending a data packet i, respec-
tively, and νp denotes the total number of packets. We also
observe that the EED increases with the number of transmit-
ted messages. This is primarily due to the increased number
of messages, which results in congestion for the network.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a new lightweight anonymous
user authentication protocol, designed for deployment in an
IoT environment. The rigorous formal and informal security
analysis on the proposed scheme demonstrated its security

robustness. Evaluations using NS3 and a comparative sum-
mary also demonstrated its potential to be deployed in a
real-world environment, although evaluation in a real-world
environment for example implementing the protocol in a test
sub-network remains one of our future research agenda.
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